In this article we give a sharp upper bound on the possible values of the Euler characteristic for a minimal symplectic filling of a tight contact structure on a lens space. This estimate is obtained by looking at the topology of the spaces involved, extending this way what we already knew from the universally tight case to the virtually overtwisted one. As a lower bound, we prove that virtually overtwisted structures on lens spaces never bound Stein rational homology balls. Then we turn our attention to covering maps: since an overtwisted disk lifts to an overtwisted disk, all the coverings of a universally tight structure are themselves tight. The situation is less clear when we consider virtually overtwisted structures. By starting with such a structure on a lens space, we know that this lifts to an overtwisted structure on S 3 , but what happens to all the other intermediate coverings? We give necessary conditions for these lifts to still be tight, and deduce some information about the fundamental groups of the possible Stein fillings of certain virtually overtwisted structures.
Introduction
Classifying symplectic fillings (up to homeomorphism, diffeomorphism or symplectic deformation equivalence) of a given contact 3-manifold can be a very hard task, despite some progress has been made in the last years. Lens spaces surely represent a class of 3-manifolds for which many results are known. For example, McDuff showed in [McD90] that L(p, 1) endowed with the standard tight contact structure has a unique Stein filling when p = 4, and two different Stein fillings when p = 4. Later, Lisca [Lis08] extended McDuff's results and gave a complete list of the Stein fillings of (L(p, q), ξ st ). Partial results about fillings are available when one considers non-standard tight contact structures on lens spaces, i.e. those that pull back to an overtwisted structure on the universal cover S 3 and that are therefore called virtually overtwisted (see [PHM10] , [Kal13] , [Fos19] ). A more modest approach is trying to give some constraints on the topological invariants of the Stein fillings (or more generally minimal symplectic fillings), even if a complete classification is missing. Let p > q > 1 be coprime integers and compute the continued fraction expansion p q = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l ] = a 1 − 1 a 2 − 1 . . . − 1 a l , with a i ≥ 2 ∀i = 1, . . . , l. We will often refer to the length l of this expansion. We prove the following:
Theorem 1. Let W be a minimal symplectic filling of L(p, q) and let l = length(p/q). Then
This is just a topological constraint, not involving contact structures, and therefore it is valid both for the universally tight and virtually overtwisted cases. Moreover, the upper bound is always realized by a Stein filling whose intersection form is uniquely determined:
We apply Riemenschneider's dots method [Rie74] to build a negative definite filling of L(p, p−q) whose intersection lattice will be called Λ ν . This is obtained by reading column-wise the entries of table 1. a1−1 • • · · · • • • · · · • . . .
• • · · · •
a2−1 a l −1 If we call l ν the number of columns and set c j = 1 + #{dots in the j th column}, then we obtain the continued fraction expansion of p/(p − q) as
Lemma 6.
length(p/q) + length(p/(p − q)) = 1 + l i=1 (a i − 1).
Proof. We know length(p/q) = l, so we compute length(p/(p − q)). This is just the number l ν of columns:
l ν = (a 1 − 1) + (a 2 − 2) + . . . + (a l − 2)
(a i − 1) − l + 1.
Therefore length(p/q) + length(p/(p − q)) = 1 + l i=1 (a i − 1). 3
Lemma 7. Let N be the maximum integer such that Λ ν → −1 N with no (−1)-class in the complement. Then
Moreover, such embedding is unique.
Proof. First of all notice that the maximum exists because the sum of the weights of the graph is finite. Then we have:
By switching the roles of p/q and p/(p − q) it is clear from lemma 6 that length(p/q) + length(p/(p − q)) = l + l ν = 1 +
To embed the graph Λ ν in such a way that there is no (−1)-class in the complement implies that all the elements in the canonical basis {e 1 , . . . , e N } of −1 N appear in the image of some vertex of the graph. Therefore, to obtain the maximal such N , we have to impose only the requirements that 1) the i th vertex is sent to a combination of c i -many distinct basis elements and 2) any two consecutive vertices of Λ ν share, via the embedding, exactly one element e j .
If one of these conditions is not satisfied, then we end up with (at least) one line e j which is not hit by the image of Λ ν and that will produce an element in the orthogonal with square −1. Hence
Notice that N = l + l ν . Up to isomorphism, there is a unique way to emebed Λ ν into −1 l+l ν , if we require that in the orthogonal there is no element of square −1: the image of the first vertex (i.e. the one with weight −c 1 ) must be a sum of c 1 -many distinct elements e i . The second vertex is sent to a combination of c 2 elements, among which exactly one has already appeared in the image of the first vertex, and so on. Therefore, calling n i the i th vertex with weight −c i , the unique maximal embedding of Λ ν , up to isomorphism, is: n 1 → e 1 + e 2 + . . . + e c1 n 2 → −e c1 + e (c1+1) + . . . + e (c1+c2−1) n 3 → −e (c1+c2−1) + e (c1+c2) + . . . + e (c1+c2+c3−2) . . . n l ν → −e (c1+...+c l ν −1 −l ν +1) + e (c1+...+c l ν −1 −l ν +2) + . . . + e (c1+...+c l ν −l ν +1) .
Note in fact that the last element appearing above in the image of n l ν has subscript
which is equal to l + l ν = N . This concludes the proof.
3
Remark. In [GGP17, corollary 1.8] it is proved the following: let (W, ω) be a weak symplectic filling of a planar contact manifold (Y, ξ). If B ∈ H 2 (W ; Z) is a homology class of square −1, then B is representable by an embedded symplectic sphere that can be blown down.
We are now ready to give the following:
Proof. (of theorem 1) Form the closed manifold X Λ ∪ ∂ X Λ ν by gluing the two manifolds with boundary realized as plumbings, as in figure 1. From lemmas 6 and 7, we see that
Suppose by contradiction that there is a minimal filling W with b 2 (W ) > l (remember that each Stein filling has b 1 = 0 by [OS13] ). Since all the tight contact structures on L = L(p, q) are planar (see [Sch07, theorem 3.3] ), by the work of Etnyre [Etn04] it follows that the intersection form of W is negative-definite. Now form the closed manifold W ∪ ∂ X Λ ν , as in figure 2, and
look at its intersection form, which, by Donaldson's theorem [Don87] , is diagonalizable and hence isomorphic to −1 r with r = b 2 (W ) + l ν which, by our assumption, is greater than N . Therefore we have an embedding Λ ν → −1 r>N , but since N was the maximal integer with no (−1)-class in the complement, it follows that Q W contains a (−1)-class. This is a contradiction with previous remark. 3
Theorem 8. Let Y = L(p, q) and call l = length(p/q). Let ξ be any tight contact structure on Y and (X i , J i ) Stein fillings of (Y, ξ) with b 2 (X i ) = l for i = 1, 2. Then the intersection forms Q X1 and Q X2 are isomorphic.
Proof. If we glue X 1 or X 2 to X Λ ν we obtain a closed negative-definite smooth manifold and an embedding Λ ν → −1 b2(Xi)+l ν = −1 l+l ν . Since X i is a Stein domain, in the orthogonal of Λ ν there cannot be any (−1)-class, otherwise we would contradict [GGP17, corollary 1.8].
By lemma 7 there is a unique embedding with this property, hence the isomorphism class of the orthogonal, which corresponds to the intersection form of the negative definite 4-manifold glued to X Λ ν , is automatically fixed. Therefore the fillings X 1 and X 2 have isomorphic intersection forms. 3
Lower bound for the Euler characteristic
The goal of this section is to prove theorem 4, i.e. that, among the virtually overtwisted structures on lens spaces, none of these can be filled by a Stein rational homology ball. Let (Y, ξ) be a contact 3-manifold with c 1 (ξ) a torsion class. Then it is possible to define the invariant
where (X, J) is any almost complex 4-manifold with boundary ∂X = Y such that ξ is homotopic to T Y ∩ JT Y (compare with lemma 6.2.6 of [OS13] ).
Lemma 9. If (Y, ξ) bounds a Stein rational homology ball, then d 3 (Y, ξ) = − 1 2 . Proof. The quantity d 3 = 1 4 (c 2 − 3σ − 2χ) does not depend on the chosen filling, and if (Y, ξ) = ∂(X, J) with H 2 (X; Q) = H 1 (X; Q) = 0, then
In the case of lens spaces, the previous equation reads as:
). This means that, if (L(p, q), ξ) bounds a Stein rational ball, then for any other filling (X, J) we have:
We need first to characterize the topological type of those lens spaces which bound a symplectic rational ball, and then we will argue that this filling cannot induce a virtually overtwisted structure on its boundary, by showing that the equality c 1 (J) 2 = σ(X) holds just for universally tight structures. According to [Lis07] , we know that the lens space L(p, q) bounds a rational ball if and only if p and q fall into one of these families:
(1) p = m 2 and q = mk ± 1 with m > k > 0 and (m, k) = 1;
(2) p = m 2 and q = d(m ± 1), where d > 1 divides 2m ∓ 1;
(3) p = m 2 and q = d(m ± 1), where d > 1 is odd and divides m ± 1.
Proposition 10. If the lens space L = L(p, q) bounds a symplectic rational ball, then p and q are as in case (1) above.
Proof. Let P be the plumbed symplectic (in fact Stein) 4-manifold built according to the linear graph associated to a lens space L, and suppose that this graph has n vertices. Call t the spin c structure induced on L. Since P carries a symplectic structure, we have an induced contact structure ξ on L. If we assume that (L, ξ) bounds also a symplectic rational ball X, then t extends over X and over −X too. Therefore we end up with a spin c structure s on the closed 4-manifold M = P ∪ L −X whose first Chern class squares to:
The intersection form on M is negative definite, hence standard, and so c 1 (s) is just the sum of the generators c 1 (s) = E 1 + . . . + E n .
By the article of Stipsicz-Szabo-Wahl [SSW08] , it follows that P represents a configuration of symplectic embedded spheres inside M , and they conclude that the lens space is of the form L = L(m 2 , mk − 1). 3
Now we want to compute c 1 (J) 2 for the filling of (L(p, q), ξ) realized as plumbing described by the linear graph of the expansion p/q. To do this, we need to specify the vector r of rotation numbers for the components of the linear plumbing. If
with all v i ≥ 2, then the quantity c 1 (J) 2 is given by
According to [Hon00a] , there are two universally tight contact structure on L(p, q) up to isotopy (and just one on L(p, p − 1)). Honda also characterizes the rotation number of each component of the link given by the chain of Legendrian unknots, whose associated Legendrian surgered manifold is (L(p, q), ξ st ).
Let y = (−v 1 + 2, −v 2 + 2, . . . , −v n + 2) be the vector of these rotation numbers, i.e. the vector corresponding to one of the two universally tight (standard) structures on L(p, q), the other one being −y. By construction, the rotation vectors representing the virtually overtwisted structures have components x i satisfying
Consider the function f : R n → R given by z → ||z|| Q −1 = z T (Q) −1 z and notice that
Theorem 4 follows directly from proposition 12, but first we need:
Lemma 11. All the entries of the matrix Q −1 are strictly negative (in short: Q −1 0).
Proof. The condition Q −1 0 is true if we show that Q −1 x 0 holds whenever x is a non-zero vector with non-negative components, i.e. 0 = x ≥ 0 (this is just a consequence of the fact that the columns of Q −1 are the images of the vectors of the canonical basis).
So we need to check that: 0 = x ≥ 0 implies Q −1 x 0. Rephrased in a different way (using the fact that Q is a bijection), we will show that
The condition Qx ≥ 0 gives us a system
where all the v i 's are ≥ 2. Let k be an index with
We want to show that x k < 0. Suppose that 1 < k < n. Then
The inequality (a) follows by the definition of
we would be already done). This implies that x k−1 = x k+1 = x k and so we can assume, by iterating this argument, that k = 1 (the case k = n is the same). We have:
and again, as before
To exclude x 1 = 0 just notice that if this were the case, then from −v 1 x 1 + x 2 ≥ 0 it would follow that x 2 = 0 (being x 1 = 0 the maximum among the x i 's), and consequently all the remaining x 3 = . . . = x n = 0, contradicting the assumption Qx = 0. 3
Proposition 12. For any rotation vector x satisfying the constraints above, we have
This implies that the contact structures encoded by the vector x (i.e. the virtually overtwisted ones) cannot bound any Stein rational ball.
The goal is to show that the minimum of f | D : D → R is realized on the vectors which correspond to the universally tight structures y and −y, lying on ∂D.
Since Q (and hence Q −1 ) is negative definite, f is concave. Being f a negative definite norm, we know that it is has a unique maximum, which is the origin. Moreover, the minimum of f | D is reached on the boundary ∂D. The fact that it is realized on y and −y follows from lemma 11. 3
Coverings of tight structures on lens spaces and applications
In general, it can be hard to tell if the pullback of a tight contact structure on a 3-manifold along a given covering map is again tight. The situation is much easier if we restrict to lens spaces because of two reasons:
1) tight structures are classified;
2) coverings corresponds to subgroups of the fundamental group, which is finite cyclic.
If we start with a virtually overtwisted structure ξ vo on L(p, q) we get an overtwisted structure π * ξ vo on S 3 , where π : S 3 → L(p, q) is the universal cover. If p is a prime number, then this is the only cover that L(p, q) has, otherwise there is a bigger lattice of covering spaces depending on the divisors of p.
Studying the behavior of coverings of a contact 3-manifold gives information about the fundamental group of its fillings:
Theorem 13. Let Y be a closed and connected 3-manifold whose fundamental group π 1 (Y ) is simple. Let ξ be a virtually overtwisted contact structure on Y , and (X, J) a Stein filling of (Y, ξ). Then X is simply connected.
Proof. Let i : Y → X be the inclusion of the boundary Y = ∂X. Being (X, J) a Stein filling of (Y, ξ), the induced morphism i * : π 1 (Y ) → π 1 (X) is surjective. Moreover, by simplicity of π 1 (Y ), we have that ker i * can either be:
In this case, take a finite cover p : ( Y , ξ ot ) → (Y, ξ) for which ξ ot is overtwisted. Call n the degree of such cover. Define the group
consider the covering space of X associated to G and call it X G . We can assume that X G is connected (otherwise just apply the following argument to any component). Since deg( X G → X) ≤ n, we have that X G is compact. We are in the case where i * is an isomorphism and so ∂ X G contains a diffeomorphic copy of Y . But by lifting the Stein structure from X to X G we get a Stein structure on X G which fills the (not necessarily connected) contact boundary. This is not possible since the overtwisted ( Y , ξ ot ) is not semi-fillable. (as proved in [Eli90] and [Gro85] .)
This tells that i * is identically zero, and so that, by surjectivity, π 1 (X) = 1 as wanted.
3
Note that any Stein semi-filling of a lens space is actually a filling, i.e. its boundary is connected. This comes from [OS04, theorem 1.4].
Corollary 14. Let ξ be a virtually overtwisted structure on L(p, q) with p prime and let (X, J) be a Stein filling of it. Then π 1 (X) = 1.
Corollary 15. Let Y = L(p, q) with p prime and call l = length(p/q). Let ξ be a virtually overtwisted contact structure on Y and (X i , J i ) Stein fillings of (Y, ξ) with b 2 (X i ) = l for i = 1, 2. Then X 1 and X 2 are homeomorphic.
Proof. To prove this corollary we need three facts: 1) X 1 and X 2 are both simply connected by corollary 14;
2) X 1 and X 2 have isomorphic intersection forms by theorem 8;
3) the fundamental group of their boundary is π 1 (Y ) Z/pZ. Then [Boy86, proposition 0.6] applies and tells that X 1 and X 2 are homeomorphic.
Now we want to study more carefully the behavior of the virtually overtwisted contact structures under covering maps, in order to derive some consequences on the possible fundamental groups of the fillings. The driving condition is the following observation: let p : Y → Y be a covering map between compact and connected 3-manifolds, and let i : Y → X be the inclusion of the boundary Y = ∂X. Then, by covering theory:
The way we want to apply this is to deduce that ker i * should be big enough not to be contained in those subgroups of π 1 (Y ) for which we can associate an overtwisted cover. For example, if X is a Stein filling of Y and we are able to construct overtwisted coverings of Y associated to every maximal subgroups of π 1 (Y ), then the kernel of i * is forced to be the whole π 1 (Y ), being this one the only subgroup of π 1 (Y ) not contained in any maximal subgroups. By surjectivity of i * we would then conclude that X is simply connected.
This looks to be promising because in the case of lens spaces it is easy to determine all the maximal subgroups of the fundamental group. It is nevertheless not so immediate to understand the behavior of the contact structure under the pullback map of a covering, but in certain cases we can use a necessary condition of compatibility of Euler classes to get some results. To better explain this, let us consider the following:
Example. Let (L(34, 7) , ξ vo ) be obtained by contact (−1)-surgery on the Legendrian link of figure 3. If we orient the two components in the counter-clockwise direction we get rotation numbers respectively +3 and −5. After factoring 34 = 17 · 2, we see that there are just two coverings:
L(17, 7) → L(34, 7), L(2, 7) L(2, 1) → L(34, 7).
We will show that the given contact structure ξ vo on L(34, 7) lifts in both cases to an overtwisted structure. This tells us that, given any Stein filling X of L (34, 7) , the kernel on the inclusion map at the level of fundamental groups cannot be contained in Z/17Z nor Z/2Z and therefore is the whole Z/34Z, so X is necessarily simply connected.
• The lift of ξ vo to L(2, 1) is overtwisted, because the only tight structure on L(2, 1) is universally tight and this one pulls backs to the tight structure on S 3 , but since ξ vo is virtually overtwisted the lift to S 3 must be overtwisted.
• To exclude that ξ vo pulls back to a tight structure on L(17, 7) we analyze the possible tight structures supported there. The fraction expansion of 17/7 is
and so we see that there are 6 tight structures on L(17, 7) up to isotopy (and 3 up to contactomorphism, which are specified in figure 4 ). For these structures we compute the Poincarè dual of the Euler class, seen as an element of Z/17Z H 1 (L(17, 7) ; Z). The previous isomorphism is realized by choosing as a generator the meridian curve µ 1 of the yellow curve with Thurston-Bennequin number 2. Let ξ be any of the three tight contact structures on L(17, 7) of figure 4. The class PD(e(ξ)) is the image via the boundary map (L(17, 7) ) of the Poincarè dual of the relative first Chern class of the Stein structure on W , where W is the Stein domain described by the corresponding diagram of figure 4. The PD of the relative first Chern class is (see [OS13] )
where the K i 's are the three components of the link and the [D i , ∂D i ]'s are the relative homology classes of the meridian disks of the 4-dimensional 2-handles attached to form the Stein filling W . Calling µ i = ∂[D i , ∂D i ] = [∂D i ], for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the meridians of the attaching circles of these handles, we have PD(e(ξ)) = rot(K 1 )µ 1 + rot(K 2 )µ 2 + rot(K 3 )µ 3 .
Let Q be the matrix describing the intersection form of W , which is the same as the linking matrix 
From the exact sequence (L(17, 7) ) ,
we get three linear relations
which tell that µ 2 = 3µ 1 and µ 3 = 2µ 2 − µ 1 = 5µ 1 . By putting everything together we get:
PD(e(ξ)) = ∂(PD(c 1 (W, J)))
If we substitute the values of the rotation numbers for the three different contact structures of figure 4 we find:
PD(e(ξ 1 )) = 11µ 1 , PD(e(ξ 2 )) = µ 1 , PD(e(ξ 3 )) = 8µ 1 .
Since the contact structure described in figure 3 we started from has PD(e(ξ)) = 12µ, with µ being the meridian curve of the yellow curve of figure 3 (which is the image of the curve µ 1 under the covering map p : L(17, 7) → L(34, 7)). At the level of the homology group H 1 the covering map is a multiplication by 2 (the degree of the covering) and by naturality we need to find p * (PD(e(p * (ξ)))) = 2 PD(e(ξ)) ∈ H 1 (L(34, 7) ).
But 2 · 11 = 2 · 12 ∈ Z/34Z, 2 · 1 = 2 · 12 ∈ Z/34Z, 2 · 8 = 2 · 12 ∈ Z/34Z, therefore we have that none of the three structures of figure 4 is the pullback of our starting structure of figure 3 . But those were the only (up to contactomorphism) tight structures on L(17, 7), so we conclude that the pullback is necessarily overtwisted, as wanted.
Note that we could have excluded a priori the contact structure ξ 1 of figure 4a, being this universally tight.
Similar computations can be done if we start with a Legendrian representation of the Hopf link of figure 5 with rotation numbers ±(−3, 1), ±(−3, 3), ±(−3, 5), ±(−1, 1), ±(−1, 3), ±(−1, 5).
We made use of the software Mathematica to carry out the computations and check that there is no tight structure on the double cover L(17, 7) with compatible Euler class.
−5 −7 The fact that the Stein fillings of these virtually overtwisted structure on L(34, 7) are simply connected can be deduced, as we just did, simply by looking at the two different coverings. This is something we already knew from the classification of fillings of those lens spaces obtained by contact surgery on the Hopf link, since the fraction expansion of 34/7 has length 2 (see [Fos19] ).
Example. Sometimes, an even quicker argument can be used to understand the behavior of a contact structure along certain covering maps. Let's take as an example L(52, 11), whose associated fraction expansion has length 3:
The two maximal subgroups of Z/52Z are Z/4Z and Z/26Z, and again, by running the computation of the Euler classes as above, we can determine which virtually overtwisted contact structure on the base cannot lift to a tight structure. But if we look at the covering of degree 13, we find L(4, 11) L(4, 3) as total space, and since
we see that the only tight structure it supports is universally tight. Similarly, if we consider the covering L(13, 11) → L(52, 11) which has degree 4, we notice that − 13 11 = [−2, −2, −2, −2, −2, −3] and hence also L(13, 11) supports only universally tight structures, among the tight ones. In the covering lattice of L(52, 11) it remains to study just the case of L (26, 11) , for which the behavior can be more subtle (see next section, theorem 17). 
A closer look to the coverings between lens spaces
The test we made with the Poincarè duals gives only a necessary condition that does not guarantee that the pullback of a given tight contact structure is a tight contact structure simply because characteristic classes match. So what can be said when there is compatibility between the Euler class of the contact structures of the base and of the covering? We will try to present the idea of this subsection by starting from an example.
Again, we choose to describe the double cover of L (34, 7) . This time we fix the virtually overtwisted structure ξ on L (34, 7) where the components of the link have rotation numbers +3 and +1 respectively, see figure 6a . The computation shows that the Poincarè dual of the Euler class of ξ is +8 ∈ Z/34Z (via the same identification of H 1 (L(34, 7) ) Z/34Z as before). On the double cover L(17, 7) we take the tight structureξ corresponding to the rotation vector (1, 0, −2), as showed in figure 6b. 
Figure 6
By running the computation, we find that PD(e(ξ)) = +8 ∈ Z/17, so that the covering map p : L(17, 7) → L(34, 7)
takes PD(e(ξ)) to 16 = 2 PD(e(ξ)), as it should certainly happen ifξ were isotopic to p * ξ. But we will show that this is not the case, and argue that p * ξ is instead overtwisted.
To do this, we need to use the description of tight structures on lens spaces of [Hon00a] . In that article it is explained how to cut a lens space endowed with a tight contact structure into two standard solid tori and other pieces called basic slices, see [Hon00a, section 4.3]. Briefly, a basic slice is a thickened torus T 2 × I with a tight structure on it such that the two boundary components are convex and satisfy certain conditions on the dividing sets. Moreover, each basic slice comes with a sign which is specified by (Poincarè dual of) the Euler class of the contact structure restricted to that basic slice. A schematic picture of a basic slice is represented in figure 7 . The contact structure on the lens space is then encoded in the sequence of slopes on each basic slice and in the corresponding signs. By following the algorithm described by Honda, we find two blocks of 5 and 3 basic slices respectively, where the slopes of the dividing sets on the boundary are indicated in figure 8a. From this picture it is also easy to calculate the Poincarè dual of the Euler class of the structure we choose according to the sings of each basic slice (indicated with colors blue and red in figure 8b) . The difference of the values at the extremes of a basic slice gives the dual of the Euler class restricted there, as an element of H 1 (T 2 ) Z⊕Z written in the basis (∂D 2 , S 1 ) specified by the lower solid torus.
PD(e(ξ))
By capping off with that solid torus (below) we kill the first of the two summands, so we can just focus on the second entries. The Poincarè dual of the Euler class of the structure is finally understood in the first homology group of the lens space once we glue the other solid torus (above). For example, the structure in figure 8 has PD(e) given by 5 + 5 + 5 − 5 − 5 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 8 ∈ Z/34Z,
and it is exactly the one resulting from contact (−1)-surgery on the Legendrian Hopf link of figure 6a , where the component with Thurston-Bennequin number 4 has rotation +3 (corresponding to the three pluses in the lower block), and the other has rotation +1 (corresponding to the upper block with three pluses and two minuses). Now we look at the double covering map, which, on every basic slice, looks like
where z is the coordinate corresponding to ∂D 2 (which will be capped off when the lower solid torus is glued), and w is the coordinate of the other S 1 -factor. We split L(17, 7) with a tight structure into two solid tori: the first one is pictured in figure 9a , and subdivided into a block of two basic slices, plus a single basic slice, plus a standard solid torus; the other solid torus is a standard torus which will be glued on top of the uppermost basic slice and which is not pictured. All the tight contact structures on L(17, 7) are encoded in the decomposition of the represented solid torus into these pieces: by choosing the sign of the basic slices we produce all the different (up to isotopy) 6 tight structures that L(17, 7) supports. As a confirmation of this, one can think at the different Legendrian representatives of the 3-components link made by a chain of unknots with Thurston-Bennequin numbers −2, −1 and −3 (notice indeed that −17/7 = [−3, −2, −4]). The candidate tight contact structure on L(17, 7) which should be the pullback of the one on L(34, 7) described by figure 8a has the single basic slice with positive sign, and the other two in the block with negative signs. This corresponds to the choice of the rotation numbers for the components of the link to be +1, 0 and −2: the link on which contact (−1)-surgery should give the pullback structure on L(17, 7) along the covering map is pictured in figure 6b . The reason why this is the correct candidate is because this is the only case where we have compatibility of Euler classes: the computation (which can be performed in two different ways) shows that the Poincarè dual of the Euler class upstairs is −9 ≡ 8 mod (17), which gets sent to 16 = 2 · 8 ∈ Z/34, which, as we already computed in equation 1, is the double of the PD of the Euler class downstairs.
But now we argue that there cannot be compatibility in the signs of the basic slices of L(34, 7) and L(17, 7). Indeed, once a sign for a basic slice downstairs is chosen, then its lift should have the same sign (see [Hon00b, section 1.1.4]). By lifting the dividing sets of the various convex tori we see where the different basic slices go: figure 10 is describing this by means of colors. Notice that the lowest basic slice of L(34, 7) is pulled back inside the standard torus, and the same is true for the uppermost slice. Therefore the behavior of the contact structure upstairs is regulated by what happens to the central slices, i.e. from the yellow line (-1,2) to the red line (-5,24) .
But here we finally see the contradiction. While:
1) the positive slices from yellow (-1,2) to green (-1,4) lift to a positive slice in L(17, 7) and
2) the negative slices from green (-1,4) to blue (-3,14) lift to a negative slice in L(17, 7), we have that
3) the positive slices from blue (-3,14) to red (-5,24) lift to a negative slice in L(17, 7)
and this is not possible. No matter how we decide to shuffle the basic slices in each single block (see [Hon00a, section 4.4 .5]), we always end up with a contradicting situation (as proved in theorem 16). This tells that, even if there is a tight virtually overtwisted structure on L(17, 7) whose Euler class is compatible with the structure ξ we chose on L(34, 7), the pullback of ξ along the double covering map is overtwisted, as claimed.
Theorem 16. Any virtually overtwisted structure on L(34, 7) lifts to an overtwisted one along the double cover L(17, 7) → L(34, 7).
Proof. We argue here using the behavior of the basic slices described in figure 10 . Look at the three basic slices in L(17, 7), figure 10b , regardless of the signs. Callξ the pullback of a given ξ on L(34, 7) and compare the PD of their Euler classes. Assuming that the structures both are tight, we see that the choice of the sign of the red basic slice in L(17, 7) contributes to a ±5 for PD(ξ) and, pushed down, to a ±10 for PD(ξ). The same is true for the light blue slice, while the green slice gives a ±1 for PD(ξ) and a ±2 for PD(ξ). Moreover, inside L(34, 7) we have two extra slices (dark green and yellow in figure 10a ), whose signs can be chosen independently. Requiring compatibility of Euler classes means to impose PD(ξ) ≡ PD(ξ) mod 17.
Therefore, according to what we have just said: which is the same as ±5 ±5 ±1 ±5 ±1 ≡ 0 mod 17.
Clearly, this can be done only in two ways, namely by choosing all pluses or all minuses. And these correspond exactly to the two universally tight structures, for which we already knew that there is compatibility. Therefore, among the virtually overtwisted structures there cannot be a coherent choice of signs resulting in compatible Euler classes. 3
Theorem 17. Any virtually overtwisted structure on L(52, 11) lifts to an overtwisted one along all of its non-trivial covers.
Proof. At the end of previous section we argued that in the covering lattice of L(52, 11) the only case which was more subtle to describe was the double cover L(26, 11) → L(52, 11), because otherwise we already knew that virtually overtwisted structures on the base would lift to overtwisted structures. We analyze this remaining case as we did before, by looking for compatibility between the signs of the basic slices and the count of the possible Euler classes. Figure 11 shows where the basic slices go, from L(26, 11) to L(52, 11). The count of (−7,33) the Poincarè duals of the two Euler classes gives ±10 ±2 ±19 ±1 ≡ ±5 ±1 mod 26 which is the same as ±5 ±1 ±19 ±1 ≡ 0 mod 26.
Again, we see that this can be done only in two ways, namely by choosing all pluses or all minuses, which correspond exactly to the two universally tight structures. Therefore, among the virtually overtwisted structures there cannot be a coherent choice of signs resulting in compatible Euler classes. 3
Theorem 18. Let p, q and d be such that p < dq. Then every virtually overtwisted contact structure on L(p, q) lifts along a degree d covering map to a structure which is overtwisted.
Proof. If the pullback of the contact structure were tight, it should fit with the description of tight structures according to the basic slices subdivision. We claim that the lower solid torus H 1 until the level −p/q gets all pulled back into the standard solid torus whose dividing set has slope −1/1. This comes from the fact that the curve with slope (−q, p) pulls back to the one with slope (−dq, p), according to the behavior
But by assumption − 1 1 < − p dq , and since the slopes of the dividing sets are increasing when read from top to bottom (compare with figure 8a) , the claim follows. Since we are considering a virtually overtwisted structure on L(p, q), the pullback of H 1 cannot be tight, otherwise it would be universally tight, being it a subset of a standard solid torus (which does not support virtually overtwisted structures). Therefore, we must have here an overtwisted disk, as wanted.
Corollary 19. Let p 1 , p 2 be prime numbers both < q. Then each non-trivial covering of (L(p 1 p 2 , q), ξ vo ) is overtwisted, for any virtually overtwisted structure ξ vo .
Proof. It is a direct consequence of previous theorem, since p 1 p 2 < dq, where d is either p 1 or p 2 (which are the only possible degrees for a non-trivial covering). 3
Remark. The hypothesis of theorem 18 can be relaxed by just requiring that p < dq , where p and q are determined as follows: let − p q = [a 1 , . . . , a n ] be the continuous fraction expansion, with a i ≤ −2 for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then define p and q as [a 1 , . . . , a n + 1] = − p q .
In this way we have − p q < − p q so that the requirement −1 < −p /q is less restrictive. The reason why theorem 18 stays true with this weaker assumption is that the description of a contact structure via basic slices shows as the smallest slope (hence on top of the uppermost block) precisely the slope −p /q (see [Hon00a, section 4.6]). To ask that, from this level down, the solid torus is pulled back inside the standard torus in the covering guarantees the existence of an overtwisted disk in the covering space, as argued in the proof of theorem 18.
There is another description of the two numbers p and q which is intrinsic in the sense that does not involve the computation of the continued fraction expansion: given p and q, let q * be the multiplicative inverse of q, modulo p, i.e. q * q ≡ 1 (p).
If we put p = p + q * , then q is the multiplicative inverse of q * , modulo p , i.e. Therefore we cannot apply directly the criterion of previous section to conclude that the Stein fillings of (L(56, 15), ξ) are simply connected. By the fact that lifting ξ to L(8, 7) results in an overtwisted structure, we get that the kernel of i * cannot be contained in Z/8Z, where i : L(56, 15) → X is the inclusion of the boundary of any Stein filling X. We have that π 1 (X) = Z/56Z ker i * , so the possibilities are:
• ker i * = Z/7Z, which gives π 1 (X) = Z/8Z,
• ker i * = Z/14Z, which gives π 1 (X) = Z/4Z,
• ker i * = Z/28Z, which gives π 1 (X) = Z/2Z,
• ker i * = Z/56Z, which gives π 1 (X) = 1. The following proposition proves that Proposition 22. π 1 (X) = 1.
Proof. We analyze the possibilities case by case. i) Suppose that π 1 (X) = Z/8. Then we pass to the universal covering X → X, of degree 8, whose boundary is the (connected) degree-8 covering L(7, 1) → L(56, 15). By theorem 20 we have χ(X) ≤ 1 + length(7, 1) 8 = 1 + 1 8 = 1 4 , which is impossible, because by theorem 4 we know χ(X) ≥ 2. So π 1 (X) = Z/8. ii) Similarly, by using that length(14, 1) = 1, we get that π 1 (X) = Z/4.
iii) The case π 1 (X) = Z/2 is more elaborate. We take the universal covering X → X, of degree 2, whose boundary is the (connected) degree-2 covering L(28, 15) → L(56, 15). Again, by theorems 4 and 20, we have 2 ≤ χ(X) ≤ 1 + length(28, 15) 2 = 1 + 3 2 = 2 and hence χ(X) = 2.
Take the Stein filling of the dual L(56, 56 − 15), defined by the graph
and form the closed smooth 4-manifold W = X ∪ L(56,16) X Λ ν , whose intersection form Q W is isometric to the standard −1 rank(Q W ) , by Donaldson's theorem [Don87] . The rank is computed to be rank(Q W ) = b 2 (X) + b 2 (X Λ ν ) = 1 + 7 = 8.
